
Antarctica
A belief in the existence of a vast unknown land in the far south of the globe dates
back almost 2500 years. The ancient Greeks called it Ant Arktos. The Europeans called
it Terra Australis.
The Antarctic mainland was first reported to have been sighted in around 1820.
During the 1840s, separate British, French and American expeditions sailed along the
continuous coastline and proved it was a continent.
The landmass of Antarctica totals 14 million square kilometres (nearly 5.5 million sq. miles)
- about sixty times bigger than Great Britain and almost one and a half times bigger than
the USA. In the Antarctic winter months, between April to August, the formation of sea ice
means that the continent more than doubles in size.

The ancient Greeks knew about the Arctic landmass to
the North. They named it Arktos - after the ‘Great Bear’
star constellation. They believed it must be balanced
by an equally large Southern landmass - opposite the
‘Bear’ - the Ant Arktos. The newly identified continent
was first described as Antarctica in 1890.
Antarctica had no indigenous population and when
explorers first reached the continent there were no
place names. Locations and geographical features
were given unique and distinctive names as they were
discovered and mapped.
The British acknowledged their Royal family at
King George VI Sound. People who supported the
expeditions were given recognition too. Sir Clements
Robert Markham, President of the Royal Geographical
Society and chief organiser of Scott’s first Antarctic
Expedition is remembered by Markham Sound.

The naming could be inspired by other members of the
expedition party, or might simply be based on similarities
with homeland features and locations. Further inspiration
came from expressing the mood, feeling or function of
a place - giving names like Inexpressible Island,
Desolation Island, Arrival Heights and Observation Hill.

Naming Antarctica

NASA Satellite map of Antarctica, 2006 - the world’s fifth largest continent
Courtesy of NASA, USA

Map of Antarctica,
showing key UK and US research bases
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Mount Erebus - an active volcano. Named after HMS Erebus in 1841. Image Creative Commons



1929
Riiser-Larsen is appointed leader of Norvegia
Expeditions; funded by Norwegian ship owner and
whaling merchant Lars Christensen for scientific
research - and the discovery of new whaling grounds.
The first aeroplanes are used for Antarctic mapping.
US Navy Rear-Admiral Richard Evelyn Byrd sets-up
the ‘Little America’ base camp on the Ross Ice Shelf
and undertakes scientific expeditions by snowshoe,
dog-sled, snowmobile, and aeroplane - in constant radio
communication with the outside world. In November,
Byrd flies over the South Pole with pilot Bernt Balchen.
1929-31
Sir Douglas Mawson leads the British-Australian and
New Zealand Antarctic Research Expedition - a British
Commonwealth initiative. Using the RRS Discovery
and a small plane, he re-maps areas of coastline and
discovers Mac. Robertson Land and Princess Elizabeth
Land. Between 1937 and 1975, the Expedition results
are published in thirteen volumes on geology,
oceanography, meteorology, terrestrial magnetism,
zoology and botany.
1933-35
With the aid of radio communication, Rear-Admiral
Byrd returns and spends five winter months alone
operating a meteorological station called ‘Advance Base’.
1933-37
Lincoln Ellsworth makes four expeditions to Antarctica,
transporting an aeroplane and basing himself aboard
a former Norwegian herring boat - re-named MS Wyatt
Earp. On a trans-Antarctic flight from Dundee Island to
the Ross Ice Shelf he discovers the Ellsworth Mountains.
1934-37
John Rymill, an Australian surveyor, leads the British
Graham Land Expedition - one of the last mostly privately
sponsored Antarctic expeditions. Arriving aboard the
Penola, a three-masted sailing ship, they use both
traditional and modern practices. Rymill completes
air survey photography and mapping of 1600km
(1000miles) of the Graham Land coast.
1939-40
Byrd’s third expedition is backed by the U.S. government.
They study geology, biology, meteorology and exploration.

1943-45
Lt. James Marr leads Operation Tabarin, a secret British
War-time mission to deny Antarctic waters to enemy
shipping. Using HMS William Scoresby and
HMS Fitzroy, bases are set-up on Deception Island
at Port Lockroy, on the coast of Graham Land and
at Hope Bay. At the end of the War, Tabarin collects
biological, geological and weather data and, in 1945,
all three bases transfer to a new organisation
- the Falklands Islands Dependencies Survey.
1946
Operation Highjump - US Rear-Admiral Byrd returns
with over 4700 military personnel, an aircraft carrier,
submarines, military support ships, assault troops
and military vehicles. The expedition carries out aerial
exploration of a vast area of East Antarctica and records
ten new mountain ranges.
1947-48
US Navy Captain Finn Ronne, Byrd’s executive officer,
returns - leading the first expedition to include women.
He proves East and West Antarctica is one single
continent and that the Weddell Sea and the Ross Sea
are not connected. They map large parts of Palmer Land,
the Weddell Sea coastline and identify the Ronne Ice
Shelf - discovering and mapping the world’s last unknown
coastline. Ronne travels 5800km (3600 miles) by ski
and dog sled - more than any other explorer in history.
1956-57
A US Navy expedition sets-up the first permanent base
at the South Pole by airlift. The Amundsen-Scott South
Pole Station opens in support of a large number of
expeditions planned for International Geophysical Year.
1958
Vivian Fuchs leads the Commonwealth Trans-Antarctic
Expedition and makes the first crossing of the continent
by land, via the South Pole - a journey envisaged by
Shackleton. A New Zealand support party, led by famous
mountaineer Edmund Hillary, is the third group to reach
the South Pole by land - and the first with motor vehicles!
1962
The Falklands Islands Dependencies Survey becomes
British Antarctic Survey (BAS). BAS have been responsible
for most of the United Kingdom’s scientific research in
Antarctica since this date - operating permanent bases,
supported by their own ships and aircraft.
2001-09
BAS and Arts Council England support the ‘Antarctic
Artists and Writers Programme’ - to encourage the first
creative exploration of Antarctica.

Into the Modern Era

Some consider Shackleton’s Endurance
Expedition of 1914-17 to be the last of
the ‘Heroic Age of Antarctic Exploration’.
Others use the Shackleton-Rowett Quest
Expedition and Shackleton's death,
on 5 January 1922, as the end point.
The introduction of new technologies
in support of Polar exploration is the
more significant turning point and marker.
With access to wireless communication,
Polar parties are no longer cut off from the
outside world for months on end. Real-time
communication between sledging parties
and base camps is possible. In addition,
the use of aeroplanes for scouting and aerial
mapping removes the need to sledge off into
the unknown in order to explore and chart
the Antarctic mainland.

End of
The Heroic Age

RRS James Clark Ross west of the Antarctic Peninsula, c.2009
Courtesy of British Antarctic Survey

Halley VI Research Station on the Brunt ice shelf, Antarctica, 2010
Courtesy of British Antarctic Survey



1903 to 1905

Third French Antarctic
Expedition
Français Jean-Baptiste Charcot

intended as a relief expedition for
the stranded Nordenskiöld party

maps and charts charts the islands
and the western coasts of Graham
Land on the Antarctic peninsula

explores and names a section of
the coast Loubet Land - after the
French President

1907 to 1909

British Antarctic Expedition
Nimrod Ernest Henry Shackleton

pioneers the Beardmore Glacier route
to the South Pole

1st to take some motorised transport

reaches 88°23´S, a new Farthest
South record - just 156km (97miles)
from the Pole

reaches the location of the South
Magnetic Pole

1910 to 1913

British Antarctic Expedition
Terra Nova Robert Falcon Scott

Scott and four companions reach South Pole
via the Beardmore route on 17 January 1912
- 33 days after Amundsen

all five men die on return journey
- a combination of starvation and cold

1901 to 1904

National Antarctic Expedition
Discovery Robert Falcon Scott
Relief Ships: Morning, Terra Nova

1st to climb Western Mountains
in Victoria Land; discovers the
Polar Plateau

new Farthest South record
at 82°17´S

1st of several expeditions to base
in McMurdo Sound

Sixth International
Geographical Congress,
London
“That this congress record its opinion that
the exploration of the Antarctic Regions
is the greatest piece of geographical
exploration still to be undertaken.
That in view of the additions to knowledge
in almost every branch of science which
would result from such a scientific
exploration the Congress recommends
that the scientific societies throughout
the world should urge in whatever way
seems to them most effective, that this
work should be undertaken before the
close of the century.”

1897 to 18991895

Belgian Antarctic
Expedition
Belgica Adrien de Gerlache

1st to over-winter within
Antarctic Circle

collects first annual cycle
of Antarctic observations

reaches 71°30´S

discovers the Gerlache Strait

1901 to 1903

First German Antarctic Expedition
Gauss Erich von Drygalski

1st to investigate Eastern Antarctica

discovers coast of Kaiser Wilhelm II Land
and Mount Gauss

ship is trapped in ice,
preventing wider exploration

1901 to 1903

Swedish Antarctic Expedition
Antarctic Otto Nordenskiöld

works in the east coastal area
of Graham Land

ship sinks, leaving expedition marooned
on Snow Hill Island and Paulet Island
in the Weddell Sea

rescued by the Argentinian naval
vessel Uruguay

1910 to 1912

Amundsen’s South Pole
Expedition
Fram Roald Amundsen

1st to the South Pole
- a party of five, led by
Amundsen, reach the Pole
on 15 December 1911

discovers a new route
to the Polar Plateau via the
Axel Heiberg Glacier

1910 to 1912

Japanese Antarctic
Expedition
Kainan Maru Nobu Shirase

1st non-European Antarctic
expedition

coastal exploration
of King Edward VII Land

investigates the eastern
sector of the Great Ice Barrier,
reaching 80°5´S

1911 to 1913

Second German Antarctic Expedition
Deutschland Wilhelm Filchner

aims to be the 1st to cross Antarctica

fails to establish shore base

returns to South Georgia after long drift in the Weddell Sea pack ice

southernmost Weddell Sea penetration to date, reaching 77°45´S

discovers Luitpold Coast, Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf and Vahsel Bay

1911 to 1914

Australasian Antarctic Expedition
Aurora Douglas Mawson

science is the major objective

focus is on Antarctic coastline between Cape Adare and Mount Gauss

discovers Commonwealth Bay, Ninnis Glacier, Mertz Glacier
and Queen Mary Land

Mawson survives a 501km (311miles) lone trek after the accidental
death of his two colleagues

1898 to1900

British Antarctic Expedition
Southern Cross Carsten Borchgrevink

1st to over-winter on Antarctic
mainland at Cape Adare

1st to use dogs and sledges

1st to climb Great Ice Barrier

sets Farthest South record at
78°30´S

calculates the position
of South Magnetic Pole

1921 to 1922

Shackleton Rowett Expedition
Quest Sir Ernest Shackleton

vague objectives include coastal
mapping, a possible continental
circumnavigation, the investigation
of sub-Antarctic islands and
oceanographic work

Shackleton dies on reching
South Georgia, 5 January 1922

Quest completes a shortened
programme before returning home

1914 to 1917

Imperial Trans-Antarctic Expedition
Endurance Sir Ernest Shackleton

a new transcontinental crossing attempt; 1st to cross South Georgia

fails to land the Weddell Sea shore party when Endurance is trapped and crushed in ice

expedition rescues itself after a series of exploits, including a prolonged drift
on an ice-floe and an open boat journey of 800 nautical miles (1500km; 920miles)

Ross Sea Party
- in support of Imperial Trans-Antarctic Expedition
Aurora Aeneas Mackintosh

aims to lay depots across the Great Ice Barrier, to supply a party crossing from the
Weddell Sea

all depots laid, but three men, including the leader Mackintosh, die in the process

1902 to 1904

Scottish National Antarctic
Expedition
Scotia William Speirs Bruce

establishes the permanent
Orcades Weather Station
on South Orkney Islands

penetrates the Weddell Sea
to 74°01´S

discovers the coastline
of Coats Land, defining the sea's
eastern limits

1908 to 1910

Fourth French Antarctic
Expedition
Pourquoi-Pas IV Jean-Baptiste Charcot

explores the Bellingshausen Sea

discovers islands and features, including
Marguerite Bay, Charcot Island, Renaud
Island, Mikkelsen Bay, Rothschild Island

1895 - 1896 - 1897 - 1898 - 1899 - 1900 - 1901 - 1902 - 1903 - 1904 - 1905 - 1906 - 1907 - 1908 - 1909 - 1910 - 1911 - 1912 - 1913 - 1914 - 1915 - 1916 - 1917 - 1918 - 1919 - 1920 - 1921 - 1922



1773-74
Captain James Cook is commissioned by the
Royal Society to search for Terra Australis. The ships
HMS Resolution and Adventure sail from Plymouth
in July 1772, and cross the Antarctic Circle on
17 January 1773. Thick pack ice prevents Cook going
further, but he returns the following year and reaches
71°10'S on 31 January 1774.
“…should anyone possess the resolution and fortitude
to... [push] yet further south than I have done, I shall
not envy him the fame of his discovery, but I make
bold to declare that the world will derive no benefit
from it”. Captain James Cook

1820
Several men claim to have first sight
of the Antarctic mainland:
27 January 1820
Captain Thaddeus Bellingshausen a Russian naval
officer with the ships Vostok and Mirny.
30 January 1820
William Smith and Edward Bransfield, British naval
officers on board the Williams, a chartered English
merchant ship.
16 November 1820
Nathaniel Palmer, an American sealer
on the sloop Hero.

1821
American sealer Captain John Davis, of the Cecilia,
makes first landing on the Antarctic continent
at Hughes Bay (64°01'S), on 7 February 1821.
The eleven-man crew of the British sealing ship
the Lord Melville experience the first accidental
over-wintering in Antarctica, on King George Island
- part of the South Shetlands group and north of the
Antarctic Peninsula.
1823
British whaler James Weddell, with the ships Jane
and Beaufoy, reaches the most southerly point so far
(74°15'S) - and discovers the sea later named after
him. No one else will penetrate the Weddell Sea again
for eighty-years.
1840
James Clark Ross, a British naval officer and scientist,
sails to within 130km (80miles) of the coast. His ships
Erebus and Terror are stopped by a massive ice barrier,
now called the Ross Ice Shelf. The expedition discovers
an active volcano they name Mount Erebus, and identify
145 new species of fish.
Later 1800s and Early 1900s
Sealers and whalers make many voyages to all parts
of Antarctica, looking for new commercial stocks of fur
seals and whales. The details of these expeditions are
often kept secret from trading rivals.

Pioneering Voyages

In the mid 1890s, Antarctica becomes the focus for international scientific
and geographic exploration. A driving force is national honour and the
interests of empire, including the search for new mineral resources.
The leading industrial countries of Europe and Asia lead the way, but
it is also an opportunity for ‘new’ nations like Norway and Australia.
The ‘Heroic Age’ begins in 1895. Over the next thirty-years, a feature
of all the expeditions is that they take place before significant modern
advances in science, technology, transport and communication. These
pioneering expeditions are feats of endurance and test the people involved
to their physical and mental limits - sometimes beyond.
The use of the word ‘heroic’ recognises the great challenges that were
overcome by the Antarctic pioneers - whilst capturing the spirit of the age;
a mix of adventure and romance. This was a time when it was not just the
achievements on the expedition that mattered - but how things were done.

The Heroic Age
of Antarctic Exploration

Scott’s autumn Southern Party ready to depart, 26 January 1911. Ponting Photograph
(Left to right: Crean, Wilson, Keohane, Bowers, Gran, Captain Scott, Forde,

Meares, Cherry-Garrard, Oates and Atkinson - Lt. Evans is missing)
Plymouth and West Devon Record Office

Captain James Cook, 1775
Courtesy of the National Maritime Museum, London


